
GUGI AND ARNOLD - ARBEITSLOS BY TAL HERSHKOVICH

LIVINGROOM/KITCHEN - SUNRISE

Arnold comes inside the living room stretching and

yawning.

Gugi is sitting on the couch playing with the playstation

and drinking beer. He looks like he didn’t sleep at all.

Arnold looks at the clock it’s already 11:00AM

ARNOLD

Aren’t you suppose to be at work?

GUGI

Didn’t I tell you yet? They sent

us back home. Factory is closed.

Those damn Chinese stole all our

work. They left here only the

bureaucracy.

ARNOLD

You meant, that your boss

outsourced your work, so he can

gain more profit from enslaving

Chinese people instead of you.

But you think it’s the Chinese

fault?

Arnold is heading to the kitchen (separated from the

living room only with a kitchen counter).

Arnold is cleaning the the kitchen counter putting

everything in the sink

GUGI

Yep, that’s why I decided to be a

free man like you, and apply for

unemployment benefits. It’s time

for me to get a vacation with the

taxes I paid.

Gugi Lifts his beer cheering for himself and then keeps

playing on the playstation

ARNOLD

Huh?

Arnold stops cleaning for a moment and looks worried

ARNOLD

So are you just gonna hang out

here all day without contributing

anything to society?

Arnold is trying to turn on the water sink, but nothing

comes out. he is shaking the water tap.
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ARNOLD

Water is blocked again

Gugi is next to him with a wrench. pushes Arnold with his

body to the side, He opens quickly the tap and cleans it

with a wire.

Gugi sits back on the couch, there is a small fridge

implemented in the bottom of the couch. He pulls a beer

from it, bite and tears the top of it, spit it, the beer

pours into his mouth, and he throws the can.

He grabs the game controller and keeps playing with the

PlayStation looking completely wasted.

While Gugi plays, In the background there is a fast

timelapse (jumpcuts) of Arnold, with the light going

through the day

Arnold is Cleaning the dishes

Going out and back inside with a student bag.

Drawing on a canvas.

flipping food on a pen.

writing in the laptop.

While Gugi falls a sleep, Arnold is doing yoga and

meditation on the table with trash everywhere around him.

SUNRISE

Arnold is cleaning in the background with the vacuum

cleaner.

Gugi is already awake and playing The playstation

Arnold is approaching Gugi

ARNOLD

so may I ask what are you playing

there, that you are so hooked up

on?

GUGI

Oh, It’s a gambling game called

the bourse, I’m trying to take

over my employer with my savings.

We see the game on the tv screen which looks like the

stockmarket graph going a bit up, and then falling down

an image of a pixalated person showing his empty pockets.

TV SCREEN

you lost your shares

GUGI

Damn it, you just brought me your

bad karma.

Gugi grabs another beer and drinks it

(CONTINUED)
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ARNOLD

So it looks like I need to find a

new roommate that can pay the

rent.

Arnold Goes out with a student bag

GUGI

Oh, if you are already out there,

can you be a dear and get me

those papers I need for

unemployment.

Arnold goes out, Doors shut

EVENING

Gugi sleeps and snor on the couch with a beer in his hand

and a dirty plate on his belly. There is a lot of trash

around him.

Arnold comes back. He throws a large pack of papers on

Gugi’s face.

ARNOLD

Here! I brought you the

unemployment application.

Gugi wakes up, eyes are half closed. trying to understand

where he is. He looks on the papers trying to focus. He

turns to the next page trying to read, then the next page,

and then the next. papers are flying everywhere around

him. Arnold is trying to catch them.

Gugi looks confused and stressed, scratching his head.

GUGI

So where... do I need to sign?

Arnold is pointing with his finger.

Gugi is trying to focus on the paper and signs.

Arnold smiles and sends it on the fax

ARNOLD

Done!

Gugi takes another zip from the beer. lifting it again

GUGI

Cheers!

Eyes are closing his head is falling down and he is back

to sleep.
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MORNING

The phone is ringing.

Gugi wakes up quickly and looks at the phone suspiciously.

The phone shows it’s a phone call from work

GUGI

Yeah, hallo. Gugi is speaking

Arnold is standing next to Gugi drying a glass/cup with a

towel, looking at Gugi.

Gugi looks back at Arnold while still talking on the

phone.

GUGI

Ah?! So what time should I be

there? ... Aha OK, Yes sir.

Gugi hangsup the phone, and tries to stand up, the couch

is stuck to his butt, he tries again and a piece of it is

getting torned apart. He eventually stands face to face

with Arnold which still drying the cup nervously with a

towel.

GUGI

Seems like I somehow signed back

to work...

Arnold is drying the cup more nervously with the towel

until it breaks.

GUGI

looks like I’m flying to China

Training the new workers.

Any idea how that could happened?

ENTERANCE

Gugi puts his hat, takes a travel bag and his toolbox.

GUGI

Well, Anyway its better then

wasting my life around here with

you. I better do something

usefull and go see the world.

Gugi Shuts the door behind him.

A small airplane is lifting. we see Gugi through the

window

Arnold is dancing around the livingroom happy.

He lands on gugi’s couch and grabs a beer from the small

fridge.

(CONTINUED)
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ARNOLD

Cheers!

KITCHEN

Arnold is putting away the dishes and trying to turn on

the water in the sink,

There is no water coming out. He shakes it nervously. He

looks away for a tool and comes back with a hammer and a

nail.

He tries to open the water smacking the nail inside and

trying to pull out the tap.

The tap breaks and water explodes out.

DISSOLVE

Arnold is fixing the tap with gaffa tape. the water tap is

shaking and looks like is going to explode again.

LIVINGROOM --AFTERNOON

Arnold is drawing on the canvas. He looks at it and sighs.

We see the drawing - there is a portrait of Gugi’s couch,

without Gugi.

He sits on the couch. pulls a beer can from it, turn on

the tv, and smokes a joint.

He throws the beer cans on the floor.

we see him suddenly standing with cleaning clothes (Arnold

A) looking at the cans shocked, picking them and throwing

them into a garbage bag.

ARNOLD A

I’m trying to keep it clean

around here if you don’t mind

Arnold B is sitting on the couch drinking and eating with

more trash around him, he looks wasted

ARNOLD B

Man, just let me chill-out,

what’s your problem anyway?

ARNOLD A

It’s impossible to live here with

you

While Arnold A is cleaning the floor he sees a framed

picture of him and gugi together on the shelf. He lifts

the picture and thinks.
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DREAM SEQUENCE

Gugi is welding in a dark workstation, he wears prisoner

clothes and chains around his legs. sad music plays in the

background.

He puts away his tools and welding mask.

He moves the chair, Goes down under the working station

table and roll out a mattress beneath it.

He lies on the mattress, his face look dark and dirty.

He coughs and cover himself with a blanket.

LIVINGROOM EVENING

Arnold cries and wipe/erase his glasses.

He falls back down onto the couch, lay down the picture

and looks on the playstation.

his eyes open and He grabs the controller

On the screen The Bourse game is loading.

A&L industries section is selected.

Arnold is picking up a keyboard with a blinking usb

attached to it.

He puts an ’anonymous’ mask and starts to type on the

keyboard. a terminal window is openned on the screen.

Arnold is writing a line of code and then

TV SCREEN

"Execute crash_down.script"

The graph goes down like a falling airplane and explodes

into particles on the floor, and gets into fire.

He switches to the newsfeed

TV SCREEN

Breaking news: A&L industries had

lost its shares. Outsourced

facilites are being shutdown.

Local facilities will be

Nationalized

Arnold is lying back on the couch looking satisfied and

happy, falling a sleep.

Door is openning

Gugi is entering with a black business suit and a black

suitcase.

He looks at Arnold sleeping on his couch.

He smacks the suitcase behind the couch.

The couch folds into itself with Arnold squashed inside.


